Source-detector calibration in three-dimensional Bayesian optical diffusion tomography.
Optical diffusion tomography is a method for reconstructing three-dimensional optical properties from light that passes through a highly scattering medium. Computing reconstructions from such data requires the solution of a nonlinear inverse problem. The situation is further complicated by the fact that while reconstruction algorithms typically assume exact knowledge of the optical source and detector coupling coefficients, these coupling coefficients are generally not available in practical measurement systems. A new method for estimating these unknown coupling coefficients in the three-dimensional reconstruction process is described. The joint problem of coefficient estimation and three-dimensional reconstruction is formulated in a Bayesian framework, and the resulting estimates are computed by using a variation of iterative coordinate descent optimization that is adapted for this problem. Simulations show that this approach is an accurate and efficient method for simultaneous reconstruction of absorption and diffusion coefficients as well as the coupling coefficients. A simple experimental result validates the approach.